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Across the acre-sized screen, a miracle of color is in motion.
A celebration of a man and his art fills the theatre oith
words, music, masterpieces of imagery; all in homage to the
mytho-mystical artist Marc Chagall, who has reached the
age of 90... going on45.Editor: Vladimir Bobri

The searching, moving eye of the camera guides us up,
down, close-up, long shot into a phantasmagoria of cerise
donkeys, cadmium yellow Biblical figures, prophets, elders,
rose madder roosters, azo orange angels, fabulous birds of
shimmering aquamarine and veridian... and hovering here
and there over surreal fantasies in stained glass, mural,
mosaic, oil, watercolor and other works created in his long
lifetime, are those omnipresent floating forms-stiff, amor-
phous, mysterious, humorous, and oddly romantic, so fa-
miliar, in the color-drenched dream world of Marc Chagall.
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The darkened theatre, the drone of the commentator, the
pageantry on the screen-they pull me into a state of semi-
hypnosis. Suddenly, my body stiffens; I go horizontal! Slow-
ly, I begin to levitate, even as the figures on screen-not to
join them, but to head back in time 30 years to the town of
Rosendale, about 90 miles upstate from New York City. I
am in the country home of Vladimir Bobri, Editor of The
Guitar Review.
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We are three, comfortably ensconced in a spacious room.
Vodkas are at easy reach; and everywhere, guitars, guitars,
one of them cradled lovingly in Bobri's arms. I am one of the
three, not now afloat, of course, but in fact settled deep
down into an easy chair, glancing in awe from time to time
at The Guest wh0 is now, in scratchy voice, joining Mr. B in
a nostalgic Russian song (Is there any other kind?).Marc Chagall

I turn to the Guest. Except for a 30-year change in hair
color-from the snow white of the 90-year-old Chagall in
the film, to the dark brown of The Guest, then 60 years old
they are the same man in feature, voice, vigor, and gesture.
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Chagall was born in Vitebsk, in northeast White Russia,
but most of his adult life was spent in France. His first and
only visit to the U.s. was in 1941; he stayed for 7 years.
How he found his way to a small upper New York State
hamlet, now singing a song with a fellow Russian émigré
0as he a resident of the town; was he a random visitor?
Bobri and I, we cannot recollect. Suffice it to say that Rus-
sians-émigrés, especially-by some magnetic phenomenon,
manage to ferret out each other wherever in the world.
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Thus, it is reasonable to assume that at this meeting, our
enterprising Editor, with Guitar Review, Guitar Review ever
on his mind, did what he aloays does: he asked a distin-
guished artist to draw something for him with the guitar as
theme. Although this artist's favored instrument must al-
ways havebeen the violin (vide "Fiddler on the Roof," i-
spired by the Jewish-Russian folk tales of Sholem Aleichem
and Chagall's painting), he graciously complied, little know-
ing that he'd have to wait 30 years to see his drawing in
print.
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